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Abstract

Proton plasma asymmetries between the hemispheres of Venus’ dayside magnetosheath lying downstream of the quasi-perpendicular

($q \perp$) and quasi-parallel ($q \parallel$) sides of the bow shock are characterized using measurements taken by a mass-

energy spectrometer. This characterization enables comparison to analogous Earth studies, thereby providing insight as to

which plasma phenomena, such as turbulent particle heating, contribute in creating the observed plasma asymmetries in plan-

etary magnetosheaths. A database of dayside bow-shock crossings along with magnetosheath proton densities, bulk speeds,

temperatures, and magnetic-field strengths is manually constructed by selecting measurements taken during stable solar-wind

conditions. Ratios of these magnetosheath proton parameters are calculated as functions of distance from the central merid-

ian and the upstream Alfvén Mach number to quantify the $q {\perp/\parallel}$ asymmetries. The density and bulk-speed

exhibit $q \parallel$-favored asymmetries, mirroring those observed at Earth, whereas the magnetic-field strength reveals no

significant asymmetry despite expectations based on simulations. The temperatures perpendicular ($T \perp$) and parallel

($T \parallel$) to the background magnetic field have $q \perp$-favored asymmetries while the temperature anisotropy $T -

\perp / T \parallel$ exhibits a $q \parallel$-favored asymmetry. This trend is opposite to that seen at Earth, suggesting that

the different spatial scales of the two planets’ magnetosheaths may affect the impact of turbulent processes on global plasma

properties.
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Key Points:8

• We compile a database of dayside bow-shock crossings and proton plasma param-9

eters measured in Venus’ dayside magnetosheath10

• We characterize plasma asymmetries between the quasi-perpendicular/parallel mag-11

netosheaths as functions of longitude and Alfvén Mach number12

• Proton temperatures and temperature anisotropies are higher downstream of the13

quasi-parallel bow shock, contrasting with Earth observations14
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Abstract15

Proton plasma asymmetries between the hemispheres of Venus’ dayside magnetosheath16

lying downstream of the quasi-perpendicular (q⊥) and quasi-parallel (q‖) sides of the bow17

shock are characterized using measurements taken by a mass-energy spectrometer. This18

characterization enables comparison to analogous Earth studies, thereby providing in-19

sight as to which plasma phenomena, such as turbulent particle heating, contribute in20

creating the observed plasma asymmetries in planetary magnetosheaths. A database of21

dayside bow-shock crossings along with magnetosheath proton densities, bulk speeds,22

temperatures, and magnetic-field strengths is manually constructed by selecting mea-23

surements taken during stable solar-wind conditions. Ratios of these magnetosheath pro-24

ton parameters are calculated as functions of distance from the central meridian and the25

upstream Alfvén Mach number to quantify the q⊥/‖ asymmetries. The density and bulk-26

speed exhibit q‖-favored asymmetries, mirroring those observed at Earth, whereas the27

magnetic-field strength reveals no significant asymmetry despite expectations based on28

simulations. The temperatures perpendicular (T⊥) and parallel (T‖) to the background29

magnetic field have q⊥-favored asymmetries while the temperature anisotropy T⊥/T‖ ex-30

hibits a q‖-favored asymmetry. This trend is opposite to that seen at Earth, suggesting31

that the different spatial scales of the two planets’ magnetosheaths may affect the im-32

pact of turbulent processes on global plasma properties.33

1 Introduction34

Planetary magnetosheaths serve as intermediary regions through which the solar35

wind transfers momentum and energy to a planet’s magnetosphere (Longmore et al., 2005;36

Haaland et al., 2017; Turc et al., 2020). Understanding this dynamic plasma environ-37

ment contributes to studies of fundamental concepts such as plasma boundary morphol-38

ogy (Slavin & Holzer, 1981; Spreiter & Stahara, 1994), wave phenomena (Dimmock, Os-39

mane, et al., 2015; Soucek et al., 2015; Sundberg, 2017; Jin et al., 2022), or particle dy-40

namics (Richardson, 2002; Halekas et al., 2017), as well as to applied endeavors like space41

weather forecasting (Stahara, 2002; Lapenta et al., 2013). Over decades, plasma data42

provided by spacecraft has continuously renewed our understanding of magnetosheath43

physics, for example by extending models from (magneto)hydrodynamic (Spreiter & Alk-44

sne, 1966; Spreiter & Stahara, 1980, 1994; Stahara, 2002) to kinetic (Kallio et al., 2011;45

Karimabadi et al., 2014; Jarvinen et al., 2016; Modolo et al., 2018; Palmroth et al., 2018;46
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Turc et al., 2020) approaches, especially as new features of planetary magnetosheaths47

are uncovered.48

At Earth, one such distinctive feature is that the magnetosheath plasma is not ax-49

isymmetric about the axis parallel to the upstream solar-wind velocity. Particularly, no-50

table differences in plasma parameters exist between the pre-noon and post-noon (al-51

ternatively, west and east or dawn and dusk) hemispheres. These asymmetries involve52

local plasma parameters like density, temperature, or magnetic field (Paularena et al.,53

2001; Němeček et al., 2002; Longmore et al., 2005; B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Dimmock54

& Nykyri, 2013; A. P. Walsh et al., 2014; Dimmock, Osmane, et al., 2015) and influence55

many plasma processes and structures (see A. P. Walsh et al. (2014) or Haaland et al.56

(2017) for broad reviews). Though certain upstream conditions (e.g. the orientation of57

the IMF) partly explain some asymmetries (e.g. the thicker magnetosheath in the dusk58

hemisphere (A. P. Walsh et al., 2014)), the causes for many of them remain under de-59

bate (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013; Dimmock, Nykyri, et al., 2015;60

A. P. Walsh et al., 2014; Haaland et al., 2017).61

Data-based investigations of similar asymmetries at other planets’ magnetosheaths62

are unfortunately scarcer, thus limiting possible comparative analyses. Jupiter and Sat-63

urn exhibit dawn-dusk asymmetries involving plasma flows, magnetic fields, and aurora64

(Palmaerts et al., 2017; Carbary et al., 2017). While some of these asymmetries are Earth-65

like, these planets’ rotationally driven magnetospheres, which contain significant inter-66

nal sources of particles (Io and Enceladus, respectively), include non-Earthlike charac-67

teristics which complicate the comparison (Palmaerts et al., 2017; Carbary et al., 2017).68

Dawn-dusk asymmetries of plasma fluxes have also been observed at Mars (Kallio et al.,69

1994; Dubinin et al., 2008), however many studies focus on north-south asymmetries (Wang70

et al., 2020; Romanelli et al., 2020) or on the ionosphere/atmosphere (Dubinin et al., 2012;71

Andrews et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2019), so there is limited work for comparison.72

Luckily, Venus is a “potentially useful space plasma ‘laboratory’ experiment for mag-73

netosheath studies,” particularly due to its many similarities with Earth (e.g. size and74

distance from the Sun) (Luhmann, 1995). Since it does not have an intrinsic magnetic75

field, its induced magnetosheath is much smaller than Earth’s (Futaana et al., 2017), mak-76

ing it more likely that spacecraft can traverse the magnetosheath under constant upstream77

conditions (Luhmann, 1995). Though previous studies at Venus have investigated hemi-78
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spherical asymmetries in boundary locations (Phillips et al., 1988; Zhang, Luhmann, &79

Russell, 1991; Zhang, Schwingenschuh, et al., 1991; Chai et al., 2015), magnetic-field struc-80

tures (Du et al., 2013; Delva et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2018), or pick-up ion dynamics (Phillips81

et al., 1987; Barabash, Fedorov, et al., 2007), none provided statistical characterizations82

of the magnetosheath plasma analogous to those available at magnetized planets. Re-83

cent studies investigating solar-cycle dependencies of Venus’ plasma environment found84

no noticeable spatial asymmetries in plasma parameters in the magnetosheath (Bader85

et al., 2019; Rojas Mata et al., 2022), however these were coarse statistical studies in a86

reference frame in which existing asymmetries may be obscured.87

In this paper we characterize the proton plasma asymmetries between the two hemi-88

spheres of Venus’ dayside magnetosheath lying downstream of the quasi-perpendicular89

(q⊥) and quasi-parallel (q‖) sides of the bow shock. We refer to these regions as the q⊥90

and q‖ magnetosheaths, which at magnetized planets statistically correspond to the dawn-91

side and duskside hemispheres of the magnetosheath. We first overview in Section 2 the92

ion instrument and specialized data set compiled for this study. The details of our method-93

ology for quantifying parameter asymmetries in a frame defined by solar-wind electromagnetic-94

field configurations and bow-shock geometry follow in Section 3. We present our results95

in Section 4 and discuss their implications on our understanding of Venus and Earth’s96

magnetosheaths in Section 5. Concluding remarks in Section 6 provide a summary of the97

work and future research directions.98

2 Proton Plasma Measurements and Dayside Magnetosheath Database99

The Earth studies mentioned above propagate measurements from an upstream mon-100

itor (such as OMNI or ACE, see https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/) to determine the so-101

lar wind conditions associated with spacecrafts’ magnetosheath measurements. Our anal-102

ysis uses data taken by the Venus Express (VEX) mission (Svedhem et al., 2007), a single-103

spacecraft mission with no dedicated upstream monitor, so it must serve as its own solar-104

wind monitor. Conveniently, the small scale of Venus’ magnetosheath allowed VEX to105

observe the solar wind during extended portions of each orbit. To properly use VEX as106

a solar-wind monitor requires careful filtering of the data to ensure that we only include107

orbits which have well-defined upstream conditions. In this section we overview the gen-108

eral plasma measurements available and then detail the procedure for compiling a sub-109

set of dayside magnetosheath measurements with well-defined upstream conditions.110
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2.1 Ion Mass-Energy Spectrometer111

We use data collected by the Ion Mass Analyser (IMA) instrument, a cylindrically112

symmetric ion mass-energy spectrometer which was part of the Analyser of Space Plas-113

mas and Energetic Atoms (ASPERA-4) experiment on board VEX (Barabash, Sauvaud,114

et al., 2007). The instrument had 32 mass-per-charge channels (moderate mass resolu-115

tion of M/dM & 1 up to 80 amu/q), 96 logarithmic energy-per-charge steps (∼0.01–116

30 keV/q), and 16 azimuth × 16 elevation angles. Measuring particle counts over the117

pixels of this mass-energy-azimuth-elevation parameter space took 192 s and spanned118

a 360°×90° field of view. We use mass-separated data from the entire mission (2006–2014)119

and concentrate on protons. We note that the instrument does not differentiate between120

solar-wind and planetary protons. Concurrent 1-second-resolution magnetic-field-vector121

measurements taken by the VEX Magnetometer (MAG) (Zhang et al., 2006) comple-122

ment the IMA data.123

2.2 Proton Bulk Parameters124

To calculate proton densities n, bulk velocities v, and perpendicular/parallel tem-125

peratures T⊥/T‖ we use the methodology developed by Bader et al. (2019) and applied126

to the entire VEX data set by Rojas Mata et al. (2022). This methodology fits Maxwellian127

models to IMA’s velocity-distribution-function (VDF) measurements and assesses the128

success of the fit through various goodness-of-fit criteria. We refer the reader to the ex-129

tended discussion in Rojas Mata et al. (2022) for further details (including advantages130

and disadvantages compared to taking velocity-space moments). We only include param-131

eters from the scans for which the fitting methodology was successful. However, in this132

paper we replace the densities with those calculated by taking the zeroth velocity mo-133

ment (Fränz et al., 2006). In the solar wind, the narrow velocity-space spread of the par-134

ticle measurements causes the Maxwellian fits to overestimate the plasma density, so the135

velocity-moment value is more adequate to use. In other regions, like the magnetosheath136

or magnetotail, we do not find significant differences between the two methods due to137

the particle measurements’ broader energy spectrum.138
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2.3 Dayside Bow-Shock Crossings and Magnetosheath Scan Identifica-139

tion140

Bader et al. (2019) and Rojas Mata et al. (2022) used average bow-shock models141

to determine to which spatial region (solar wind or magnetosheath) a given IMA scan142

belongs. This method sometimes classifies a scan incorrectly since the models do not ac-143

count for the bow shock’s dynamic location or asymmetry (Russell et al., 1988; Chai et144

al., 2015). The authors mitigated this problem by (1) excluding scans too close to the145

model bow shock and (2) defining a near-subsolar magnetosheath region from hand-selected146

bins. While this strategy sufficed then, in our present work we wish to improve the clas-147

sification of the scans to better characterize the dayside magnetosheath and the solar148

wind, especially to use VEX as its own upstream monitor.149

To this end we manually search through the entire mission data to select orbits with150

(1) an identifiable dayside bow-shock crossing and (2) adequate data coverage both in151

the solar wind and dayside magnetosheath. Identifiable bow-shock crossings are char-152

acterized by a sharp jump in the magnitude of the magnetic field (compression) and a153

broadening of the particle energy spectrum (particle heating). We do not locate a lower154

boundary for the magnetosheath (e.g. the ion composition or induced magnetosphere bound-155

ary) in this study and instead use models (Phillips et al., 1988; Martinecz et al., 2008)156

to set a reasonable lowest altitude of 0.2 RV (∼1200 km). We also set a highest altitude157

of 0.5 RV (∼3000 km) to remove outlying orbits for which the bow shock was unusually158

far from the planet. This initial filtering yields 817 orbits, each with 1–3 magnetosheath159

scans and up to 20 solar-wind scans.160

2.4 Upstream Solar Wind Conditions161

We next examine these orbits’ solar-wind measurements to select those with well-162

defined upstream interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and proton parameters. One method163

to assess the IMF’s stability involves comparing the IMF before and after the inbound164

and outbound bow-shock crossings, respectively. Quantitative criteria, such as not al-165

lowing more than a 10° rotation between the average fields, then determine which or-166

bits have a stable IMF (e.g., Masunaga et al. (2011)). While such approaches are appro-167

priate for large-scale analyses of data from the entire time VEX was inside Venus’ bow168

shock (up to 3 h), our study only includes 1–3 magnetosheath scans per orbit, all of which169
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were taken . 10 min downstream of the bow-shock crossing. So even though magnetosheath170

plasmas “respond very rapidly to changes in solar wind plasma and IMF conditions with171

small lagtime” (Stahara, 2002), Venus’ small dayside magnetosheath enables us to im-172

plement a more localized assessment of the IMF’s stability which still yields meaning-173

ful results. We therefore deem the IMF as stable if it does not exhibit strong variations174

in magnitude or direction during the 20-30 min immediately upstream of the bow-shock175

crossing. For each orbit we then calculate an average BIMF using MAG data over a manually-176

defined time interval ranging 5–10 min, which suffices to average out small fluctuations.177

The solar-wind proton parameters (density, speed, and temperatures) fluctuate far178

less than the IMF, so by simply selecting orbits with at least 4 solar-wind fits we sin-179

gle out those with well-defined upstream conditions. Such orbits indeed exhibit accept-180

ably stable proton parameters as more than 80% (60%) of each orbit’s solar-wind mea-181

surements deviate less than 50% (25%) from the medians. Thus, for each orbit, we as-182

sign the medians of the solar-wind measurements as the orbit’s upstream solar-wind con-183

ditions. We normalize each orbit’s magnetosheath parameters with their corresponding184

upstream medians (i.e. â ≡ a/med(aSW ) for parameter a), thereby mitigating the vari-185

ation due to the wide range of solar-wind conditions sampled (Paularena et al., 2001; Du186

et al., 2013).187

2.5 Final Database188

The above selection procedures yield a database of 1181 dayside magnetosheath189

scans spanning 597 orbits (i.e. 597 solar-wind conditions) (Rojas Mata & Futaana, 2022).190

To visualize the spatial coverage of the measurements, we first define a Cartesian Venus191

Solar Orbit (VSO) frame centered on Venus: +XV SO points from Venus’ center to the192

Sun, +ZV SO is the northward normal to Venus’ orbital plane, and +YV SO completes the193

right-handed system (i.e. points antiparallel to Venus’ orbital motion). We then define194

the VSO longitude and latitude as arctan(YV SO/XV SO) and arctan(ZV SO/
√
X2
V SO + Y 2

V SO),195

respectively. We also construct a cylindrical VSO frame by taking XV SO as the axis of196

symmetry and collapsing the other two coordinates into the radial coordinate RV SO =197

√
Y 2
V SO + Z2

V SO.198

We show in Figure 1 the location of the scans in the (a) cylindrical and (b) latitude-199

longitude VSO frames. Each marker corresponds to each scan’s starting position, how-200
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of magnetosheath scans in (a) cylindrical and (b) latitude-

longitude VSO frames. All but six scans are in the northern (+ZV SO) hemisphere; the exceptions

lie in the terminator plane. The orange and aqua markers correspond to orbits 958 and 1039,

respectively. Panel (a) includes bow-shock models for solar maximum (Russell et al., 1988) and

minimum (Whittaker et al., 2010) along with an ion composition boundary model (Martinecz et

al., 2008).

ever IMA’s 192-s cadence means in reality that a scan spans 0.2–0.3 RV (based on space-201

craft speeds of 6–10 km/s near pericenter (Titov et al., 2006)). We illustrate this by high-202

lighting the location of the start of three consecutive scans from two different orbits (958203

and 1039); each scan corresponds to an average measurement along the line joining the204

markers. Note that VEX’s highly inclined elliptical orbits with pericenter altitudes of205

160−250 km, chosen for a variety of atmospheric experiments (Müller-Wodarg et al.,206

2006; Limaye et al., 2017), caused the scans to concentrate in the northern hemisphere207

below 60° latitude.208

In Figure 2 we compare the distributions of our database’s solar-wind parameters209

to those of the entire VEX mission. Since there is no available database of dayside bow-210

shock crossings for all VEX orbits we use the model-based classification of Bader et al.211

(2019) and Rojas Mata et al. (2022) to roughly identify solar-wind scans for all orbits.212

Overall the distributions agree except for our database’s bias towards higher densities213

and the consequent bias towards higher Alfvén Mach numbers MA = ‖v‖/vA, where vA =214

‖B‖/√µ0nmi is the Alfvén speed. This bias is reasonable as higher solar-wind densities215

lead to higher magnetosheath densities and therefore measurements with higher likeli-216

hoods of being successfully fit. The distribution for Parker spiral angles φP is also slightly217
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Figure 2. Comparison of solar-wind density n, speed ‖v‖, perpendicular temperature T⊥,

parallel temperature T‖, magnetic-field strength ‖B‖, Parker spiral angle φp, clock angle φc, and

Alfvén Mach number MA between our database (black) and the entire mission (gray). Vertical

lines indicate each distribution’s median.
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shifted towards more tangential IMFs than the nominal Parker spiral angles of ∼35°–218

40° at Venus (Luhmann, 1986; Luhmann et al., 1993).219

3 Methodology220

3.1 Venus Sun Electric Field (VSE) Frame221

Since the plasma environments of unmagnetized bodies are more susceptible to up-222

stream conditions due to the close interaction of the solar wind with the bodies’ atmo-223

spheres (Bertucci et al., 2011; Brain et al., 2016; Futaana et al., 2017), we will use a ref-224

erence frame defined by the solar-wind velocity, the IMF, and the convective electric field.225

We first address how to correct for the solar-wind aberration. Commonly, studies invoke226

a typical yet constant value from existing literature for the aberration angle (see, for ex-227

ample, Russell et al. (1988), Martinecz et al. (2008), Zhang et al. (2010), or Chai et al.228

(2015)). To investigate the applicability of such assumption at Venus we display in Fig-229

ure 3 our database’s solar-wind aberration angles. The median of 5.2° agrees well with230

the nominal value of 5° arising from orbital motion; 61% of the orbits have aberrations231

less than 10° from this value. Still, a significant number of orbits have larger aberrations,232

so we will rotate the scans’ positions about the +ZV SO axis to correct for each orbit’s233

median solar-wind aberration. This transforms into an aberrated VSO frame in which234

each orbit’s median solar-wind velocity vSW points along the −XV SO axis.235

We next transform from this aberrated VSO frame into the Venus-Sun-Electric field236

(VSE) frame. The XV SE axis is the same as the aberrated XV SO axis. We define +YV SE237

as the direction of the cross-flow component of the upstream IMF, making +ZV SE point238

along the upstream convective electric field E = −vSW×BIMF . We refer to the hemi-239

spheres in the ±YV SE directions as the ±B hemispheres and in the ±ZV SE directions240

as the ±E hemispheres. Transforming into this frame entails rotating the aberrated VSO241

frame about the XV SO axis clockwise by the median upstream IMF clock angle. We show242

in Figure 4 the resulting locations of the magnetosheath scans in VSE latitude-longitude243

space (defined analogously as in VSO). The measurements are better distributed in this244

frame except for a ‘subsolar-wind hole’; VEX’s orbits, chosen to explore the near-wake245

region of the magnetotail (XV SE . −1.5 RV ) (Futaana et al., 2017), lead to the un-246

dersampling of this region. We include the same example orbits to illustrate how the trans-247

formation affects scan positions.248
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dashed line indicates the median value of 5.2° which agrees with the nominal value of 5°.
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Figure 5. The sign of Bx in the VSE frame determines in which B hemisphere the q⊥ and q‖

portions of the bow shock lie. Note that for substantially tangential (Bx ≈ 0) or radial (By ≈ 0)

IMFs the difference in bow-shock geometry between the ±B hemispheres is small. The example

B has the nominal Parker spiral angle of 36° (Slavin & Holzer, 1981).

3.2 q⊥ and q‖ Hemispheres249

Once in the VSE frame, we sort the measurements’ locations based on the bow-250

shock geometry. As Figure 5 illustrates, the q⊥ and q‖ sections of the bow shock and mag-251

netosheath can lie in either B hemisphere depending on whether the IMF spiral is out-252

wards (Bx < 0) or inwards (Bx > 0). Comparing plasma parameters between q⊥,‖ hemi-253

spheres is more suitable since many magnetosheath characteristics and processes depend254

on the bow-shock geometry, not the direction of the magnetic field relative to Venus (see255

e.g., Luhmann et al. (1987), Xiao et al. (2018), or Jarvinen et al. (2020)). Thus, to trans-256

form from ±B to q⊥,‖, we reflect when needed the location of the measurements about257

the XZ–plane, i.e. flip the sign of their VSE longitude. Similar amounts of scans flip be-258

tween hemispheres, so the transformation negligibly changes the spatial coverage shown259

in Figure 4. This places 663 measurements in the q⊥ hemisphere and 518 in the q‖ one.260

3.3 Longitudinal Binning261

Previous works characterize plasma asymmetries through spatial maps of average262

parameters and/or by comparing the parameters’ bulk statistics and ratios between hemi-263

spheres (Paularena et al., 2001; Longmore et al., 2005; Chaston et al., 2013; Dimmock264

& Nykyri, 2013; Du et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2018). Since we are interested in asymme-265
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tries between the q⊥,‖ hemispheres, we average over both latitude (i.e. ±E hemispheres)266

and radial distance from the planet. We thus follow a similar method as B. M. Walsh267

et al. (2012) and sort our measurements into 15°-wide longitudinal bins. Our bins how-268

ever have a 50% overlap so as to present a running average of the parameters.269

3.4 Distribution of Ratios270

Properly calculating the ratio of parameters between two hemispheres while account-271

ing for solar-wind conditions is not necessarily straightforward. Many Earth studies (see272

Section 1) have the advantage that spacecraft sampled both hemispheres (e.g dawn and273

dusk) during the same orbit. No bias with respect to upstream conditions then exists274

between hemispheres and measurements can be paired up to calculate distributions of275

parameter ratios. In contrast, VEX’s quasi-polar orbit generally lead to narrow longi-276

tudinal sampling (regardless of frame), so measurement-by-measurement pairing is not277

possible. An alternative is to merely take the ratio of parameter medians between cor-278

responding longitudinal bins or hemispheres as a whole. The ratio of the medians is how-279

ever an inferior statistical product since it has more uncertainty and worse reproducibil-280

ity than the median of the ratios (Brody et al., 2002). Additionally, this tactic does not281

produce a distribution whose spread provides a sense of the ratio’s variability. Ratio dis-282

tributions are heavy-tailed and may not have definable moments (Brody et al., 2002) (e.g. the283

ratio distribution of two normally distributed random variables is Lorentzian (Geary, 1930;284

Fieller, 1932)), so deriving a measure of spread is important for interpreting the results.285

To address this challenge, we take an approach which involves the inverse transform sam-286

pling of estimates of the measurements’ cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). Our287

method is similar to Possolo et al. (2019)’s, with the difference that we have access to288

the measurement distributions and use a non-parametric method for estimating CDFs.289

Consider the distributions of the normalized parameter â in two bins centered at290

corresponding longitudes in the q⊥ and q‖ hemispheres. We wish to calculate enough val-291

ues of the ratio a = âq⊥/âq‖ to construct a representative distribution of the parame-292

ter asymmetry. Since the number of measurements in each bin is not that high (20–150),293

by directly sampling the measurements we can only generate O(102−104) distinct val-294

ues of the ratio. If we drew O(106) samples from each bin (a typical size in random sam-295

pling techniques (Possolo et al., 2019)), the resulting ratio distribution may be overly296

discretized due to the few measurements and the assumption that they are error-free.297
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Therefore, to smooth a and introduce some measurement uncertainty, we approximate298

the CDF of â in each bin using Gaussian kernel density estimates (KDEs) (Sheather, 2004)299

with a resolution of O(105) points. We then draw a 106 random values of â from each300

bin’s CDF and compute the corresponding a to generate our ratio distribution for that301

longitudinal position. Appendix A provides more detail for this procedure.302

The advantage of KDEs is that we avoid having to justify which particular model303

best fits the measurement distributions and how we optimize its free parameters (cf. Possolo304

et al. (2019)). The only free parameter with KDEs is a smoothing parameter k called305

the bandwidth which is related to the uncertainty of the measurement (higher bandwidth306

means higher uncertainty). We find that choosing k ∈ [0.01, 0.1] provides adequate smooth-307

ing while maintaining agreement between the quartiles and histograms of the random308

samples and the measurements. Higher values oversmooth and spread out the distribu-309

tions. The choice of k within that range negligibly affects the medians and quartiles pre-310

sented next.311

4 Results312

We show in Figure 6 the medians of the magnetosheath measurements (left column)313

and of their normalized values (right column) as a function of longitude along the q⊥/‖314

hemispheres. Bins less than 70° (50°) from the central meridian contain more than 60315

(100) scans each. We depict the first and third quartiles as ‘error’ bars but these reflect316

the distributions’ spread, not uncertainties in the medians. This depiction is meant to317

visualize how the measurement distributions shift from bin to bin.318

Overall the data follows the expected trend of higher plasma deceleration, compres-319

sion, and heating closer to the central meridian (Spreiter & Alksne, 1966; Spreiter et al.,320

1970; B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013; Jarvinen et al., 2013). The321

slight increase of plasma speed near 0° is likely an artifact of the poor data coverage near322

the subsolar region; the normalized magnetic field strength shows a slight analogous dip323

though the normalized temperatures do not. These bins mostly contain measurements324

at latitudinal distances greater than 30° (see Figure 4), so measurements of the param-325

eters at the ‘nose’ of the obstacle are underrepresented.326

In Figure 7 we plot the medians of the parameter asymmetries as a function of lon-327

gitudinal distance from the central meridian. Again the ‘error’ bars indicate the first and328
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third quartiles as a measure of the distributions’ spread, not uncertainty. We also present329

in Figure 8 the same quartiles but for ratios of the measurements across all longitudes330

in each hemisphere. These results are not calculated from those in Figure 7, but rather331

we rerun the procedure from Section 3.4 using only one bin spanning 0–90° per hemi-332
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Figure 6. Proton parameters as a function of longitudinal distance from the central meridian.

The left column shows unnormalized values, the right column normalized. Positive longitude cor-

responds to the q⊥ hemisphere, negative to the q‖ hemisphere. Markers indicate medians while

‘error’ bars correspond to the first and third quartiles.
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sphere. We also show the results for the data subsets corresponding to high (> 7.5) and333

low (< 5.5) solar-wind Alfvén Mach numbers (the median for all data is 6.5).334
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Figure 7. Proton parameter asymmetries as a function of longitudinal distance from the cen-

tral meridian. The asymmetry favors the q⊥ hemisphere if a > 1 and the q‖ hemisphere if a < 1.

Markers indicate medians while ‘error’ bars correspond to the first and third quartiles. Note the

varying vertical scales.

4.1 Plasma Density and Speed335

On average we find ∼18% higher densities in the q‖ hemisphere across all longitudes,336

however this value varies considerably as a function of longitude (see Figure 7a), which337

creates the large spread in n. In contrast, ‖v‖ has much narrower distributions which338

indicate ∼7% lower average speeds in the q‖ hemisphere. These asymmetries mirror those339

measured between Earth’s dawn and dusk hemispheres as well as follow the same trend340

with MA (Longmore et al., 2005; B. M. Walsh et al., 2012). Even though these studies341

do not use reference frames analogous to VSE or with q⊥/‖ hemispheres, the average Parker342

spiral angle at Earth (∼45°) (Slavin & Holzer, 1981) makes it so that, statistically, dawn343

corresponds to q‖ and dusk to q⊥. Dimmock and Nykyri (2013) did use q⊥/‖ hemispheres344

and also qualitatively found lower plasma speeds in the q‖ hemisphere. They did not de-345

tect a density asymmetry, yet attribute this discrepancy to the asymmetry’s “magnitude346

[not being] distinguishable on [their] color scale.”347
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Figure 8. Proton parameter asymmetries between the q⊥ and q‖ hemispheres as a function

of Alfvén Mach number. For each parameter, the top marker is for MA > 7.5, the middle for all

MA, and the bottom for MA < 5.5. The asymmetry favors the q⊥ hemisphere for values greater

than 1 and the q‖ hemisphere for values less than 1. Markers indicate medians while ‘error’ bars

correspond to the first and third quartiles.
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At Earth, the nonuniform thickness of the magnetosheath may cause the density348

asymmetry (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012). The bow shock is a standing fast mode wave which349

travels faster perpendicular to B than parallel to it. This means the q⊥ side lies further350

from the planet than the q‖ side, leading to a thicker q⊥ magnetosheath where the plasma351

is less compressed as it deflects around the obstacle. Venus’ bow shock is also closer to352

the planet on the q‖ side than on the q⊥ side (at least at the terminator) (Zhang, Schwin-353

genschuh, et al., 1991), so likely the same reasoning applies. In contrast, there is no ex-354

planation for the speed asymmetry at Earth; MHD theory predicts a symmetric profile355

so potentially considering kinetic effects is required (Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013). At Venus,356

however, asymmetries in the magnetic-field draping may be involved (see discussion in357

Section 4.2).358

4.2 Magnetic Field Strength359

We calculate that med(‖B‖) = 1 on average so there is no significant asymme-360

try in the magnetic-field strength despite a slight local q⊥-favored asymmetry at 30–60°361

longitude (see Figure 7c). This is unexpected given that observations at Earth in dawn-362

dusk (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012) and q⊥/‖ (Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013) reference frames363

as well hybrid simulations of Venus (Jarvinen et al., 2013, 2016) show stronger magnetic364

fields in the dusk/q⊥ hemisphere. We find that the normalized magnetic-field-strength365

‖̂B‖ increases with increasing MA in both hemispheres, yet ‖B‖ does not display a clear366

trend, unlike what is seen in global MHD simulations at Earth (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012).367

Comparison to other asymmetry studies involving VEX MAG data is limited since none368

sort measurements into q⊥/‖ hemispheres for the dayside magnetosheath. However, if369

we instead keep the data sorted in ±B hemispheres, we find an overall ∼12% stronger370

field in the +B hemisphere with the highest asymmetries at 50–75° longitude. Figure 2ac371

in Du et al. (2013) and Figure 7 in Xiao et al. (2018) show a qualitatively similar trend,372

indicating that we do not have a hidden sampling bias.373

Our averaging over latitude and radial distance from the planet likely smears q⊥/‖374

asymmetries discernible in a higher-resolution MAG-only study (e.g., Du et al. (2013),375

Delva et al. (2017), or Xiao and Zhang (2018)). Additionally, the magnetic-field drap-376

ing at Venus exhibits solar-cycle dependencies (Zhang, Luhmann, & Russell, 1991; Xiao377

& Zhang, 2018), so further characterization throughout solar cycle could uncover asym-378

metries over which we averaged. We only consider ‖B‖ yet simulations (Jarvinen et al.,379
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2013) and observations (Delva et al., 2017) indicate that B kinks due to a reversal of Bx380

only in the q‖ magnetosheath. This deformation of B may cause the speed asymmetry381

as the more complex magnetic-field topology hinders the plasma flow more compared382

to the flow-aligned B configuration on the q⊥ side.383

4.3 Plasma Temperatures and Temperature Anisotropy384

The perpendicular and parallel temperatures are higher in the q⊥ hemisphere by385

∼5% and ∼17%, respectively. The opposite trend occurs at Earth, where temperatures386

are higher in the dawn/q‖ side (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Chaston et al., 2013; Dimmock,387

Nykyri, et al., 2015). We also find that the temperature anisotropy is higher in the q‖388

hemisphere by ∼10%, again showing the opposite trend to that observed at Earth (Chaston389

et al., 2013; Dimmock, Osmane, et al., 2015; Soucek et al., 2015). However, at both plan-390

ets the asymmetries’ magnitudes decrease with increasing MA. To delve into these re-391

sults further, we detail in Table 1 the dependence on MA of the medians of the normal-392

ized parameters in each hemisphere. Both temperatures appear insensitive to MA in the393

q⊥ hemisphere, leading to a fairly constant temperature anisotropy. In contrast, in the394

q‖ hemisphere the medians of T̂⊥ and T̂‖ increase by 20% and 37%, respectively, between395

low and high Mach numbers. The unnormalized parameters follow nearly identical quan-396

titative trends since for all MA in both hemispheres we find that med(T⊥,SW ) = med(T‖,SW ) ≈397

11 eV. This suggests that our results do not arise from an unexpected sampling bias but398

rather from differences in relevant heating or thermalization processes at Venus and Earth’s399

magnetosheaths.400

Table 1. Medians of Normalized Temperatures and Temperature Anisotropy

q‖ q⊥

MA: Low All High Low All High

med(T̂⊥): 4.6 5.3 5.5 5.4 5.6 5.6

med(T̂‖): 3.0 3.4 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.1

med(T̂⊥/T̂‖): 1.44 1.36 1.31 1.28 1.25 1.27
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5 Discussion401

5.1 Dependence on IMF Orientation402

The physical mechanisms creating and sustaining the asymmetries observed in plan-403

etary magnetosheaths are the subject of ongoing research. At Earth, the upstream IMF’s404

orientation and its role in processes captured by MHD models provide partial insight into405

the physics (Němeček et al., 2002; Longmore et al., 2005; B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Dim-406

mock & Nykyri, 2013; Dimmock, Nykyri, et al., 2015; Haaland et al., 2017). However,407

persisting discrepancies with MHD and hybrid simulations suggest IMF orientation may408

not even be a controlling factor at all (B. M. Walsh et al., 2012; Dimmock, Nykyri, et409

al., 2015; Turc et al., 2020). Thus, boundary phenomena at the magnetopause (e.g. sub-410

solar magnetic reconnection or flux transfer events) and/or kinetic phenomena in the mag-411

netosheath (e.g. instabilities and turbulence) must also be involved (Dimmock, Nykyri,412

et al. (2015), Dimmock et al. (2017), and references therein).413

To check whether this is the case at Venus as well, we first explore the asymme-414

tries’ dependence on IMF orientation by taking advantage of the reduced configuration415

space provided by the q⊥,‖ frame. This frame constrains the IMF to only make 0–90°416

angles with respect to the −XV SE axis, always in the direction of the q⊥ hemisphere.417

This enables simple comparison with simulations as these also only consider such small418

range of IMF orientations. For example, Jarvinen et al. (2013) qualitatively find a q⊥-419

favored magnetic-field-strength asymmetry in Venus’ dayside magnetosheath when the420

upstream IMF has an angle of 36° with respect to the solar-wind velocity; when the IMF421

is perpendicular to the solar-wind velocity, the asymmetry disappears. The authors do422

not discuss asymmetries in plasma density or speed, though none are apparent in the423

spatial maps presented.424

To compare with these results, we select the scans with corresponding IMF angles425

between 80–90° (near tangential, 192 scans) and between 26–46° (near Parker spiral, 287426

scans). We recalculate the overall q⊥,‖ asymmetries for these subsets and find that ‖̂v‖,427

‖̂B‖, T̂⊥, and T̂⊥/T̂‖ exhibit slightly lower levels of asymmetry for near-tangential IMFs428

than for near-Parker-spiral IMFs, in line with the trends in Jarvinen et al. (2013). On429

the other hand, n̂ and T̂‖ exhibit median asymmetries of ∼10% and ∼25%, respectively,430

for near-tangential IMFs, yet only ∼5% asymmetries for near-Parker-spiral IMFs. As this431
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is contrary to the expectations from MHD theory and simulations, the IMF orientation432

by itself cannot explain the asymmetries at Venus either.433

5.2 Connection with Turbulence and Instabilities434

The findings above along with the fact that magnetopause boundary phenomena435

are less significant at Venus imply that differences in kinetic phenomena between the q⊥436

and q‖ magnetosheaths affect the plasma asymmetries. Investigating this relationship437

is especially important given that T⊥, T ‖, and T⊥/T ‖ follow trends at Venus which op-438

pose those at Earth. Such a dedicated study is beyond the scope of this paper, so we in-439

stead briefly discuss some relevant kinetic processes present in planetary magnetosheaths440

to provide tentative directions for continued research.441

Several studies indicate that q‖ magnetosheaths exhibit stronger turbulent fluctu-442

ations than q⊥ magnetosheaths (see Lucek et al. (2005), Dimmock et al. (2017), and ref-443

erences therein). Additionally, various ion-scale high-frequency phenomena dominate the444

q‖-magnetosheath turbulence, whereas low-frequency temperature-anisotropy instabil-445

ities dominate in the q⊥ magnetosheath (Dimmock et al., 2017). These differences pos-446

sibly lead to higher non-adiabatic heating of ions in the q‖ magnetosheath, which could447

explain the q‖-favored temperature asymmetries observed at Earth (Chaston et al., 2013;448

Dimmock et al., 2017). Venus’ magnetosheath does exhibit inertial-scale and kinetic-scale449

turbulence (Vörös et al., 2008; Bowen et al., 2021), with fully developed turbulence more450

likely in the q‖ magnetosheath (Xiao & Zhang, 2018). A variety of plasma waves (Strangeway,451

1991; Du et al., 2010; Futaana et al., 2017; Fränz et al., 2017) can act as sources for this452

turbulence, many of which are also present in Earth’s magnetosheath (Lacombe & Bel-453

mont, 1995; Schwartz et al., 1996). Yet, since Venus’ magnetosheath is smaller than Earth’s454

(. 6000 km thick compared to & 18,000 km thick (Russell et al., 1988; Farris et al., 1991;455

Whittaker et al., 2010; B. M. Walsh et al., 2012)), the turbulent processes in the q‖ mag-456

netosheath may be unable to impact global particle properties before the plasma flows457

past.458

Also important are electromagnetic ion-cyclotron (EMIC) waves and mirror modes459

(MMs), both of which limit the extent of turbulent heating so as to maintain magnetosheaths460

marginally stable by redistributing energy from T⊥ to T‖ (Fuselier et al., 1994; Soucek461

et al., 2008; Chaston et al., 2013; Dimmock, Osmane, et al., 2015). The temperature anisotropy462
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T⊥/T‖ as well as the perpendicular and parallel plasma betas463

β⊥,‖ =
nT⊥,‖

‖B‖2
/2µ0

(1)464

control the growth rates, instability criteria, and other important characteristics of these465

instabilities (Gary, 1992; Gary et al., 1993). We already found in Section 4.3 a q‖-favored466

asymmetry for T⊥/T‖; similar analysis reveals q⊥-favored asymmetries for both β⊥ (∼15%)467

and β‖ (∼26%). Consequently, T⊥/T‖ is higher when β‖ is lower and vice versa, which468

is an inverse correlation characteristic of the instability threshold for EMIC waves (Gary469

et al., 1976). These waves drive plasma to marginal stability by reducing the temper-470

ature anisotropy through pitch-angle scattering (Gary et al., 1993; Fuselier et al., 1994).471

Possibly then the same wave-particle interactions are occurring in both magnetosheath472

geometries at Venus. As for MMs, the linear instability criterion requires that473

1 + β⊥

(
1− T⊥

T‖

)
< 0 (2)474

for the mode to develop (Hasegawa, 1969). While we do find that T⊥/T‖ > 1 in both475

hemispheres of the magnetosheath (see Figure 6k), the opposing T⊥/T‖ and β⊥ asym-476

metries complicates assessing the asymmetries’ expected impact on MM activity. Ad-477

ditionally, MMs are not uniformly distributed across the magnetosheath (Volwerk et al.,478

2016; Fränz et al., 2017), so our averaging over the radial coordinate may obscure im-479

portant details. These initial results however encourage further investigations of the in-480

terplay between plasma parameter asymmetries and turbulent heating/thermalization481

in planetary magnetosheaths.482

6 Conclusions483

In this paper we characterized the asymmetries between Venus’ q⊥ and q‖ magne-484

tosheaths of proton bulk parameters measured by Venus Express’ ion mass-energy spec-485

trometer. The main results are as follows:486

1. The density exhibits a q‖-favored asymmetry analogous to the one at Earth caused487

by the asymmetry in magnetosheath thickness.488

2. The bulk speed exhibits a q⊥-favored asymmetry which is possibly connected to489

the kinking of B in the q‖ magnetosheath.490
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3. The magnetic field strength shows no significant asymmetry, though this may re-491

sult from our measurements’ coarse spatial resolution.492

4. The perpendicular and parallel temperatures have q⊥-favored asymmetries and493

the temperature anisotropy has a q‖-favored asymmetry. These trends oppose those494

at Earth and indicate that the different spatial scales of the two magnetosheaths,495

which lead to different plasma residence times, may affect how much turbulent heat-496

ing and thermalization processes manage to affect global particle properties.497

The last point provides an interesting opportunity for combining comparative planetol-498

ogy and plasma turbulence studies to better understand magnetosheath physics. Inves-499

tigations comparing particle and electromagnetic-field data taken at magnetized and un-500

magnetized planets (especially Earth and Venus given their many similarities) can pro-501

vide new insight into the global impact of kinetic processes in magnetospheric plasmas.502

Appendix A Constructing a Ratio Distribution503

In this appendix we illustrate how we generate the distribution of ratios of normal-504

ized parameters which we use to quantify asymmetries. Consider for example the mea-505

surements of normalized density n̂ = n/nSW contained in the bin centered at 45° lon-506

gitude in the q⊥ magnetosheath. Figure A1 shows a histogram of these data along with507

the individual values at the top. To convert the set of discrete values into a continuous508

PDF we use Gaussian KDEs to ‘spread’ each measurement over a finite domain, effec-509

tively stretching each measurement’s delta PDF into a Gaussian PDF. The bandwidth510

k of the KDEs determines the width of the Gaussian; we use k ∈ [0.01, 0.1]. We then511

add these Gaussian PDFs and normalize to produce the continuous estimate for the PDF512

also shown in Figure A1. Note that measurements close to zero ‘spread’ to non-zero val-513

ues, however the contribution in this region is negligible (less than 5%) for the bandwidths514

in the range used, so we truncate at zero when converting the PDF into the CDF shown515

in Figure A2. We then draw random samples {. . . , xi, . . . , xj , . . . } from the uniform dis-516

tribution over [0, 1] to generate samples {. . . , n̂i, . . . , n̂j , . . . } of the normalized density517

through an inverse transform sampling of the estimated CDF. Finally, we repeat the en-518

tire procedure with the measurements contained in the bin centered at 45° longitude in519

the q‖ magnetosheath to produce another set of samples of normalized density. Taking520

the element-wise ratio n̂ = n̂q⊥/n̂q‖ of these sets yields the desired distribution of ra-521

tios to quantify the asymmetry.522
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Figure A1. Example of estimating the PDF of discrete measurements using Gaussian KDEs.

The curves in the top right illustrate how we sum the KDEs for individual measurements into a

single PDF. The data are from the bin centered at 45° longitude in the q⊥ magnetosheath.
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Figure A2. Example of the inverse transform sampling of the CDF estimated using Gaussian

KDEs. For each randomly generated x in [0, 1] the CDF assigns a corresponding n̂. The data are

from the bin centered at 45° longitude in the q⊥ magnetosheath.
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Open Research Section523

All VEX data are publicly accessible at the ESA Planetary Science Archive at524

https://archives.esac.esa.int/psa/ftp/VENUS-EXPRESS/. The dayside magnetosheath525

data are available in the in-text data citation Rojas Mata and Futaana (2022).526
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